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Real Life Global Upper Intermediate Teacher's Handbook
True to Life Intermediate Class Book
Account of the Transglobe Expedition, 1979-1982, led by Ranulph Fiennes. This
was the first expedition to circumnavigate the earth via both poles.

Face2face Upper Intermediate Student's Book with DVD-ROM
Informationen zum Titel: Further practice and linear progression of Student's Book
contents Focus on learning skills Sample IELTS test allows learners to benchmark
their learning Informationen zur Reihenausgabe: Life is an exciting six-level series
available in British and American English that makes learning English an
exploration of the world we live in. DRawing on National Geographic content and
the fundamental values of inspiring people to care about the planet, celebrating
human achievement and exploring diversity, Life transforms the learning
experience into a fabulous journey with irresistible images, articles and videos that
engage learners like no series before. Bring Life into your classroom! A practical
competency-based syllabus helps learners in their development of grammar,
vocabulary, functions, pronunciation and skills through appropriate communicative
tasks. Real life lessons model and practise everyday functions, preparing learners
to use language in the real world. National Geographic video on the DVD allows
teachers to bring lessons to life. The carefully-designed critical thinking syllabus
challenges learners to understand texts at a deeper level. Vocabulary is introduced
thematically, with additional emphasis on key words and word building in Word
focus and Wordbuilding sections. Student's Book + DVD Engaging tasks with
fascinating National Geographic content Fully integrated National Geographic video
for each unit Review at the end of each unit Grammar reference with practice
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activities Interactive version of the Student's Book with integrated audio and video
Workbook + Audio CD Further practice and linear progression of Student's Book
contents Focus on learning skills Sample IELTS test allows learners to benchmark
their learning MyLife Online Resources Consolidates the Student's Books contents
Includes new activities for vocabulary, grammar, writing, speaking and
pronunciation Provides additional practice that complements the print Workbooks
MyELT platform allows teachers to set up classes and monitor students' progress
via a gradebook Teacher's Book + Class Audio CD Detailed teaching notes with
lead-ins, additional activities and answer key Notes on vocabulary, grammar,
pronunciation and useful background information Photocopiable communication
activities and tests ExamView® Make paper and online tests in minutes Interactive
Whiteboard DVD-ROM Includes IWB tools, zoomable pages and easy-to-access
audio and DVD Create your own interactive tasks with the easy-to-use Content
Creation Tool

Solutions: Upper-Intermediate: Student Book
B2: Upper Intermediate - Examview Dvd-rom
PTE Academic Expert
The Expert series provides rigorous exam training for high-achieving students
while continuing to develop language awareness and communication skills. This
intensive course for the Pearson Test of English Academic exam consists of a
coursebook and MyEnglishLab. This combination of components will prove to
satisfy your students' practice needs and allow them to achieve their full potential.

Life - Bre - 2nd Ed - Upper-intermediate
Business Benchmark helps students get ahead with their Business English
vocabulary and skills and gives them grammar practice in business contexts. The
Audio Cassettes contain all the recorded material for the listening activities in both
editions of Business Benchmark 2, including BEC practice test listening.

Life - Second Edition - B2: Upper Intermediate - S
Welcome to Life, an exciting new six-level adult series that turns learning English
into an exploration of the world we live in. Drawing on National Geographic
content, Life transforms the learning experience into a fabulous journey with
irresistible images, articles and videos that engage students like no series before.
Bring Life into your classroom!

English for Life
Life, Upper Intermediate. Teacher's Book M. 2 Audio-CDs. Level
B2
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"Welcome to Life, an exciting new six-level adult series that turns learning English
into an exploration of the world we live in. Drawing on National Geographic
content, Life transforms the learning experience into a fabulous journey with
irresistible images, articles and videos that engage students like no series before.
Bring Life into your classroom!"--Inside back cover.

True to Life
The Workbook that works alongside Real Life Upper Intermediate Students' Book,
has grammar and vocabulary practice with easy access to relevant reference
information, step by step guidance for writing specific text types, skills practice
and exam training. It is accompanied by a Multi-Rom with the audio for the
workbook listening exercises and a range of interactive skills practice, designed to
build language and exam skills.

Life Bre Advanced Combo Split a
National Geographic Learning brings the world to your classroom with Life, a sixlevel integrated-skills series featuring content from National Geographic presented
through stunning images, text, and video. Learners will strengthen their existing
global connections while learning the English skills needed for communication in
the 21st century. To encourage a generation of informed decision-makers, Life
prepares learners to think critically while teaching the English skills needed
communicate effectively.A practical, competency-based syllabus helps learners in
their development of grammar, vocabulary, functions, pronunciation and skills
through appropriate communicative tasks.Real life lessons model and practice
everyday functions, preparing learners to use language in the real world.National
Geographic video in each unit allows teachers to bring lessons to life.Informationrich topics and a carefully designed critical thinking syllabus challenges learners to
understand texts at a deeper level.Vocabulary is introduced thematically, with
additional emphasis on key words and word building in Word focus and Word
building sections.

Success
No other description available.

New English File
Presents a five-level course for adults, which focuses on contemporary themes,
language and learning styles that are relevant to adult learners. This title includes
photocopiable worksheets, tests and videos, and the ready-made lessons can be
used as they stand, or adapted using the optional activities suggested in the
Teacher's Book.

Keynote Upper Intermediate
"The presentation and practice of vocabulary and grammar are of equal
importance and there is a strong focus on listening and speaking with an emphasis
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on 'real world' language for social situations. The listening and reading material
provides fresh new angles on universal topics and students are given numerous
opportunities to practise new language through a wide variety of communicative
activities, many of which are personalised. face2face is also fully compatible with
the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages and gives students
regular opportunities to evaluate their progress." - product description.

Life Advanced Student's Book and App
Conect with the world and bring your classroom to life. Now in a new edition,
National Geographic Learning brings the world to your classroom with LIFE, a sixlevel, integrated-skills series with grammar and vocabulary for young adult and
adult English language learners.

Aspire
True to Life is a five level course designed specifically for adult learners.

Real Life
Presents a five-level course for adults, which focuses on contemporary themes,
language and learning styles that are relevant to adult learners. This title includes
photocopiable worksheets, tests and videos, and the ready-made lessons can be
used as they stand, or adapted using the optional activities suggested in the
Teacher's Book.

Life Upper-Intermediate Student's Book with App Code
The Teacher's Handbook provides all the support you need to effectively teach the
course. With background notes, teaching suggestions and photocopiable material,
the Teacher's Handbook is a valuable resource.

B2: Upper Intermediate - Workbook + Audio-cd
Trusted worldwide. Inspired by you. Updated with new texts, topics and themes,
Headway fifth edition provides fresh and relevant English instruction that is
tailored to your students' needs.NEW TO THIS EDITIONTeach practical, real life
English that is relevant to your students' lives with new topics and themes
grounded in today's realityBring unit topics to life with the new unit opener page
which includes inspiring photographs and accompanying video introductions, to
engage students with the topicDownload and adapt material for your students with
the Teacher's Resource Centre which provides all your Headway resources, stored
in one placeOnline practice enables students to revisit activities from previous
lessons, do extra skills practice, and check their progress with instant
feedback.Find out more here

New Success Upper Intermediate
Now in a new edition, National Geographic Learning brings the world to your
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classroom with Life, a six-level integrated-skills series with grammar and
vocabulary for young adult and adult English language learners. Through stunning
National Geographic content, video, and engaging topics, Life inspires a generation
of informed decision-makers. With Life, learners develop their ability to think
critically and communicate effectively in the global community.

True to Life Upper-Intermediate Personal Study Workbook
True to Life Upper-Intermediate Class Book
Informationen zum Titel: ExamView® Make paper and online tests in minutes
Informationen zur Reihenausgabe: Now in a new edition, National Geographic
Learning brings the world to your classroom with Life , a six-level integrated-skills
series with grammar and vocabulary for young adult and adult English language
learners. Through stunning National Geographic content, video, and engaging
topics, Life inspires a generation of informed decisionmakers. WIth Life , learners
develop their ability to think critically and communicate effectively in the global
community. An extensive Critical Thinking syllabus encourages learners to develop
well-informed opinions. Updated and relevant content through National Geographic
photographs and video engages learners by connecting them to people and places
from around the world. New "My Life" sections help learners explore the
connections between the content and their own lives. The following new and
updated features of the second edition of Life are based on extensive research and
consultation with teachers and learners from around the world: Updated global
content in the unit themes and reading selections Updated video material featuring
additional video support for vocabulary learning New, specially selected National
Geographic photography stimulates learners' visual literacy skills Extended and
better-integrated critical thinking syllabus actively engages students in their
language learning, encouraging them to develop their own well-informed and
reasoned opinions A refined grammar syllabus with increased scaffolding and an
enhanced reference section New "Memory Booster" activities improve students'
ability to retain new language Improved Classroom Presentation Tool now includes
the Workbook pages, academic skills worksheets, extra support, and extension
activities Student's Book + App Engaging tasks with fascinating National
Geographic content Grammar reference with additional practice activities Access
code to download the Student App Life Student App The Life Student App is an
exciting new feature of the second edition, it contains the video and audio for the
Student's Book and Workbook, grammar practice activities, interactive reading
practice, expanded wordlists, and games. Interactive E-Book Interactive version of
the Student's Book with integrated audio and video Workbook + Audio CD Further
content-rich practice of the language aims in the Student's Book Grammar extra
sections to extend students' understanding of how grammar works A focus on
learning skills to encourage independent learning A graded IELTS test to allow
students to benchmark their learning MyLife Online Resources Consolidates the
Student's Books contents Includes new activities for vocabulary, grammar, writing,
speaking and pronunciation Provides additional practice that complements the
print Workbooks MyELT platform allows teachers to set up classes and monitor
students' progress via a gradebook Teacher's Book + Audio-CD + DVD Detailed
teaching notes, answer keys, background information and teacher development
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tips Photocopiable communicative activities Progress tests for every unit
ExamView® Make paper and online tests in minutes Online Resources The Life

Life Beginner
Real Life
Business Benchmark Upper Intermediate Audio Cassettes BEC
Vantage Edition
Language in Use Upper-intermediate Self-study Workbook with
Answer Key
Life Intermediate
Designed for learners who are at a critical point in their education, Success will
help them cross the border between their school life and the outside world.
Refreshingly modern yet reassuringly familiar in its approach, Successoffers a
controlled and enjoyable environment for teaching and learning through careful
monitoring of language progression and extensive skills coverag

Headway
The Split Editions of Life offer 6 units of the Student's Book and 6 units of the
Workbook together with all 12 videos from the Student's Book on one DVD as well
as the complete Workbook Audio CD. Combo Split A is units 1 ee 6.

To the Ends of the Earth
True to Life Upper-Intermediate Teacher's Book
Presents a five-level course for adults, which focuses on contemporary themes,
language and learning styles that are relevant to adult learners. This title includes
photocopiable worksheets, tests and videos, and the ready-made lessons can be
used as they stand, or adapted using the optional activities suggested in the
Teacher's Book.

Pkg Ng Life Upper Intermediate Wb+ Wb Audio CD
Through life-changing stories, respected thinkers and authentic presentations,
Keynote promotes a deeper understanding of the world and gives students the
courage and means to express themselves in English. Communication,
collaboration and creative thinking drive students towards real 21st century
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outcomes and encourage them to respond to ideas and find their own voice. Both
students and teachers will emerge with new confidence, new ideas and a new
determination to communicate in this increasingly information-rich world of Global
English.

A Week at the Airport
Life Upper-Intermediate
The bestselling author of The Architecture of Happiness and The Art of Travel
spends a week at an airport in a wittily intriguing meditation on the "non-place"
that he believes is the centre of our civilization. In the summer of 2009, Alain de
Botton was invited by the owners of Heathrow airport to become their first ever
writer-in-residence. Given unprecedented, unrestricted access to wander around
one of the world's busiest airports, he met travellers from all over the globe, and
spoke with everyone from baggage handlers to pilots, and senior executives to the
airport chaplain. Based on these conversations he has produced this extraordinary
meditation on the nature of travel, work, relationships, and our daily lives. Working
with the renowned documentary photographer Richard Baker, he explores the
magical and the mundane, and the interactions of travellers and workers all over
this familiar but mysterious "non-place," which by definition we are eager to leave.
Taking the reader through departures, "air-side," and the arrivals hall, de Botton
shows with his usual combination of wit and wisdom that spending time in an
airport can be more revealing than we might think. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

PERSPECTIVES UPPER-INT COMBO B
Aspire is a new three level upper secondary course packed full of National
Geographic content including images and video. With Aspire students will: Discover
the world through fascinating content from National Geographic ; Learn the
language and grammar they need to communicate within the classroom and in the
real world ; Engage with the world though real-life Case Study sections which take
students beyond the classroom.

Life Elementary
Informationen zum Titel: Interactive E-Book Interactive version of the Student's
Book with integrated audio and video Informationen zur Reihenausgabe: Now in a
new edition, National Geographic Learning brings the world to your classroom with
Life , a six-level integrated-skills series with grammar and vocabulary for young
adult and adult English language learners. Through stunning National Geographic
content, video, and engaging topics, Life inspires a generation of informed
decisionmakers. WIth Life , learners develop their ability to think critically and
communicate effectively in the global community. An extensive Critical Thinking
syllabus encourages learners to develop well-informed opinions. Updated and
relevant content through National Geographic photographs and video engages
learners by connecting them to people and places from around the world. New "My
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Life" sections help learners explore the connections between the content and their
own lives. The following new and updated features of the second edition of Life are
based on extensive research and consultation with teachers and learners from
around the world: Updated global content in the unit themes and reading
selections Updated video material featuring additional video support for
vocabulary learning New, specially selected National Geographic photography
stimulates learners' visual literacy skills Extended and better-integrated critical
thinking syllabus actively engages students in their language learning,
encouraging them to develop their own well-informed and reasoned opinions A
refined grammar syllabus with increased scaffolding and an enhanced reference
section New "Memory Booster" activities improve students' ability to retain new
language Improved Classroom Presentation Tool now includes the Workbook
pages, academic skills worksheets, extra support, and extension activities
Student's Book + App Engaging tasks with fascinating National Geographic content
Grammar reference with additional practice activities Access code to download the
Student App Life Student App The Life Student App is an exciting new feature of
the second edition, it contains the video and audio for the Student's Book and
Workbook, grammar practice activities, interactive reading practice, expanded
wordlists, and games. Interactive E-Book Interactive version of the Student's Book
with integrated audio and video Workbook + Audio CD Further content-rich
practice of the language aims in the Student's Book Grammar extra sections to
extend students' understanding of how grammar works A focus on learning skills to
encourage independent learning A graded IELTS test to allow students to
benchmark their learning MyLife Online Resources Consolidates the Student's
Books contents Includes new activities for vocabulary, grammar, writing, speaking
and pronunciation Provides additional practice that complements the print
Workbooks MyELT platform allows teachers to set up classes and monitor students'
progress via a gradebook Teacher's Book + Audio-CD + DVD Detailed teaching
notes, answer keys, background information and teacher development tips
Photocopiable communicative activities Progress tests for every unit ExamView®
Make paper and online tests in minutes Onli

Perspectives Upper Intermediate
A new, refreshed edition of the five-level English course for teenagers, with a clear
structure, supported approach to speaking, practice, and exam preparation still at
its heart.Solutions has been thoroughly modernized with 80% new content to draw
in students, embed the grammar and vocabulary presented, and engage them in
the tasks. Its guided approach builds up every student's confidence, through stepby-step objectives, lots of practice, meaningful personalizationactivities, and exam
preparation tasks.The course now embraces a wide range of teaching methods,
furnishing the teacher with a flexible pick-and-choose package for use in the
classroom, at home, and on the move. The digital elements of the course enliven
the material and allow teachers to vary the pace and focus of their
lessons.Solutions turns all students into active learners, by offering a rich variety of
learning opportunities for a whole range of abilities through extension and revision
activities in all components - giving everyone a sense of achievement whatever
their level.The Solutions Second Edition DVD-ROM material and worksheets bring
the language to life by taking it out of the classroom and into authentic settings.
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Life 5 Student Book
Each of the four levels comprises about 80 hours of class work, with additional time
for the self-study work. The Teacher's Book contains all the pages from the
Classroom Book, with interleaved teaching notes including optional activities to
cater for different abilities. There is a video to accompany the Beginner, Preintermediate and Intermediate levels. Each video contains eight stimulating and
entertaining short programmes, as well as a booklet of photocopiable activities.
Free test material is available in booklet and web format for Beginner and Preintermediate levels. Visit www.cambridge.org/elt/liu or contact your local
Cambridge University Press representative.

B2: Upper Intermediate - Student's E-book (printed
Test and Assessment CD-ROM Full teaching notes Photocopiable Grammar,
Communicative, Vocabulary, and Song activities Photocopiable Revision activities
Extra Support, Extra Challenge, and Extra Ideas for every lesson

Life Intermediate
Informationen zur Reihenausgabe: Now in a new edition, National Geographic
Learning brings the world to your classroom with Life , a six-level integrated-skills
series with grammar and vocabulary for young adult and adult English language
learners. Through stunning National Geographic content, video, and engaging
topics, Life inspires a generation of informed decisionmakers. WIth Life , learners
develop their ability to think critically and communicate effectively in the global
community. An extensive Critical Thinking syllabus encourages learners to develop
well-informed opinions. Updated and relevant content through National Geographic
photographs and video engages learners by connecting them to people and places
from around the world. New "My Life" sections help learners explore the
connections between the content and their own lives. The following new and
updated features of the second edition of Life are based on extensive research and
consultation with teachers and learners from around the world: Updated global
content in the unit themes and reading selections Updated video material featuring
additional video support for vocabulary learning New, specially selected National
Geographic photography stimulates learners' visual literacy skills Extended and
better-integrated critical thinking syllabus actively engages students in their
language learning, encouraging them to develop their own well-informed and
reasoned opinions A refined grammar syllabus with increased scaffolding and an
enhanced reference section New "Memory Booster" activities improve students'
ability to retain new language Improved Classroom Presentation Tool now includes
the Workbook pages, academic skills worksheets, extra support, and extension
activities Student's Book + App Engaging tasks with fascinating National
Geographic content Grammar reference with additional practice activities Access
code to download the Student App Life Student App The Life Student App is an
exciting new feature of the second edition, it contains the video and audio for the
Student's Book and Workbook, grammar practice activities, interactive reading
practice, expanded wordlists, and games. Interactive E-Book Interactive version of
the Student's Book with integrated audio and video Workbook + Audio CD Further
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content-rich practice of the language aims in the Student's Book Grammar extra
sections to extend students' understanding of how grammar works A focus on
learning skills to encourage independent learning A graded IELTS test to allow
students to benchmark their learning MyLife Online Resources Consolidates the
Student's Books contents Includes new activities for vocabulary, grammar, writing,
speaking and pronunciation Provides additional practice that complements the
print Workbooks MyELT platform allows teachers to set up classes and monitor
students' progress via a gradebook Teacher's Book + Audio-CD + DVD Detailed
teaching notes, answer keys, background information and teacher development
tips Photocopiable communicative activities Progress tests for every unit
ExamView® Make paper and online tests in minutes Online Resources The Life
resource website contains a wealth of extra teaching material including video,
audio, tests, wordlists and much more.
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